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A nonzero dispersion shifted fiber design based on hole-assisted lightguide fiber is presented. The pro-
posed fiber has low dispersion slope around −0:01ps=nm2-km and small negative dispersion values over
the wavelength range from 1530 to 1620nm. It can be used as a transmission medium for a long-haul
dense wavelength-division-multiplexed system. © 2008 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Exploitation of air holes in optical fiber design has
been an active research topic since the first demon-
stration of the photonic crystal fiber (PCF) by Knight
et al. [1]. Air–silica PCFs possess a microstructured
array of air holes in the cladding that run uniformly
along the fiber axis. The holey structure allows more
flexibility in the fiber design for achieving many un-
common optical properties such as broadband single
mode transmission, group velocity dispersion tailor-
ing, enhanced nonlinearity, and guidance by a hollow
core through the photonic bandgap effect [2]. Intro-
duced by Hasegawa et al., hole-assisted lightguide fi-
ber (HALF) is an optical fiber with a high index core
encircled by a few assisted air holes in a low index
cladding [3]. Like conventional optical fibers, the
guiding mechanism for HALF is total internal reflec-
tion. The existence of the air holes does not aim to
vary the guidingmechanism but to modify the optical
properties such as dispersion characteristics. Com-
pared to the other microstructured fibers such as
PCFs, HALFs are easier to fabricate and handle
due to less complexity in the cladding. Owing to
the contributions of the large index contrast between
air and silica, HALFs are proposed to achieve many

parameters by utilizing the assisting air holes. The
scattering loss is greatly reduced due to less air–si-
lica interface in HALFs. In addition, excellent bend-
ing loss characteristics have been reported for such
fibers [4]. Previous studies have demonstrated that
HALF can exhibit large anomalous dispersion unat-
tainable by conventional optical fibers. The loss ob-
served in the experiment is as low as comparable
to conventional optical fibers [3]. HALFs are also pro-
posed to obtain a large negative dispersion coefficient
with low scattering loss [5]. With proper structure
design, modifications of dispersion properties such
as small dispersion values with flat dispersion slope
could be obtained [6]. In this paper, we propose a ne-
gative nonzero dispersion shifted fiber (NZ-DSF) de-
sign based on HALF. The small negative dispersion
values with low dispersion slope around
−0:01ps=nm2-km are achieved over the wavelength
range from 1530 to 1620nm, which makes the pro-
posed HALF a suitable candidate of transmission
medium for long-haul dense wavelength-division-
multiplexed (DWDM) systems. The advantage of
the proposed design is that in long-haul transmission
systems, the accumulated negative dispersion values
of the transmission fiber can be easily compensated
by standard single mode fibers (SSMF). Compared to
other NZ-DSF designs with positive dispersion va-
lues such as the one in [6], the proposed design elim-
inates the possible use of dispersion compensating
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fibers, which have the disadvantages of large at-
tenuation and strong nonlinearity effects.

2. Fiber Design

Triclad structure has been investigated for dispersion
tailoring characteristics with potential applications
of dispersion compensation fiber or transmission fiber
with flattened small dispersion values [7,8]. As illu-
strated inFig. 1, the refractive index profile of the pro-
posed fiber design has the following parameters:
central depressed core diameter 2a0, core diameter
2a, depressed cladding diameter 2b, which is sur-
rounded by a raised index region 2c, and refractive in-
dex differences Δn0, Δn1, Δn2, and Δn3 compared to
the background material. The central index depres-
sion Δn0 in the core region helps to expand the effec-
tive mode area of the fiber, which is desirable to
reduce fiber nonlinearity in long-haul transmission.
The depressed cladding layer would reduce the wave-
guide dispersion. The outer cladding contributes to a
larger effective core area and improvements of bend-
ing loss. With appropriate selections of the refractive
index and the width of the depressed cladding layer

and the outer cladding layer, dispersion flattening
could be achieved. Based on the tri-clad structure,
the proposed NZ-DSF design has a few air holes that
are placed in the outer cladding layer. The hole dia-
meter and hole to core separation are denoted as
Φhole and Shole, respectively. The gray level corre-
sponds to the refractive index level. The parameters
in the proposed design are as follows: 2a0 ¼ 3:0 μm,
2a ¼ 7:5 μm, 2b ¼ 14:25 μm, 2c ¼ 29:25 μm, Δn0 ¼
−0:1%, Δn1 ¼ 0:44%, Δn2 ¼ −0:32% and Δn3 ¼
0:1%, Φhole ¼ 1:0 μm, and Shole ¼ 11:625 μm.

3. Results and Analysis

Figure 2 presents the mode index neff curve as a func-
tion of wavelength. The solid curve represents the
neff curve of the proposed NZ-DSF design based on
HALF, and the dotted curve is the neff curve of the
tri-clad structure without the incorporation of air
holes. The calculations are done using the scalar
beam propagation method (BPM) developed by
RSOFT Design Group, Inc. The two curves are found
to be significantly different at longer wavelength.
Specifically, the dotted curve becomes more flattened
as one approaches the background refractive index
1.45, i.e., the rate of change is getting slower. This
effect results from the incorporation of the assisting
air holes in the outer cladding layer. As qualitatively
explained in [8], the mode coupling from the core to
the outer cladding layer becomes more significant in
longer wavelengths. Due to the raised index of the
outer cladding layer, the fundamental mode index
therefore decreases at a slower speed. The influence
of the outer cladding layer is alleviated because there
is certain portion of the lightwave residing in the air
holes. However, it is found that the air holes are ac-
tually expelling the lightwave, i.e., a smaller portion
is coupled into the outer cladding layer, therefore off-
setting the influence of the higher-index outer clad-
ding, i.e., the mode index decreases at a faster speed.

Fig. 1. Refractive index profile of the proposed NZ-DSF design
based on HALF. The gray level corresponds to the refractive index
level.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Effective index curves of the proposed
HALF (solid line) and the tri-clad structure without air holes
(dotted line). The shaded dots are the effective index obtained
by full vectorial BPM at λ ¼ 1:1, 1.4, and 1:7 μm, respectively.
The insets shows the mode profiles at λ ¼ 1:55 μm for the HALF
(lower inset) and the tri-clad structure without air holes (upper
inset).
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This phenomenon can be seen from the Fig. 2 inset
plots of the mode profile at 1550nm for both struc-
tures. The effective mode area is around 86:2 μm2

for the proposed HALF. If the central index depres-
sion Δn0 is zero, the effective mode area is 46:9 μm2,
which would result in greater nonlinearity than the
proposed design. The cutoff wavelength is found to be
around 560nm. At longer wavelengths, the higher-
order modes become very leaky and single mode
operation in the C- and L-bands is guaranteed. Ad-
ditionally, the shaded dots are obtained by full vec-
torial BPM, and they are found in good agreement
with the curve obtained by the scalar BPM in the
analysis.
The dispersion characteristics of this fiber are illu-

strated in Fig. 3. Material dispersion is included in
the calculation. The dispersion values are calculated
from Fig. 2 neff curves. The solid line is the dispersion
curve of the proposed HALF design. It can be seen
that negative flat dispersion is obtained in the wave-
length range from 1530 to 1620nm. Specifically, the
dispersion slope is around −0:01ps=nm2-km. The ne-
gative dispersion values are within the range of
ð−1:2;−0:2Þps=nm-km. The zero dispersion wave-
length is around 1:7 μm as shown in the inset mag-
nified plot. For the use of the proposed HALF in the
long-haul DWDM transmission system, the accumu-
lated negative dispersion values can be conveniently
compensated by a standard single mode fiber. The
dispersion slope compensation can be eliminated
due to the low dispersion slope of the proposed struc-
ture. The dash–dotted curve represents the disper-
sion curve for the tri-clad structure without air
holes. It can be seen that beyond the wavelength
of 1:3 μm, the dispersion value varies drastically. It
can be understood that the dispersion value is linked
to the second-order derivatives of the mode index
neff . As shown in Fig. 2, the variation of the mode in-

dex neff curve for the tri-clad structure “slows down”
beyond 1:3 μm, which results in the large variation of
dispersion values at long wavelengths, which is illu-
strated in Fig. 3. The dispersion curves for the HALF
structure except the hole-to-core separation Shole are
11:025 μm and 12:225 μm and are marked by stars
and circles, respectively. The dispersion curves for
the HALF structure except the hole diameter Φhole
are 0:7 μm and 1:3 μm and are marked by triangles
and squares, respectively. The larger hole diameter
moves up the dispersion curve. It is observed that
for Φhole ¼ 1:3 μm, the dispersion curve is also flat
with near zero positive values.

Figure 4 illustrates the influence of the diameter
and position of the assisting holes on the dispersion
characteristics of the fiber. Specifically, the disper-
sion values and dispersion slope at λ ¼ 1:55 μm are
shown as functions of the air hole diameter Φhole
and the position Shole. It is found in Fig. 4(a) that en-
larging the air hole diameter Φhole generally raises
the dispersion values and dispersion slope. The pro-
posed HALF structure with Φhole ¼ 1 μm has small
negative dispersion value around −0:4ps=nm-km
and negative dispersion slope around −0:01ps=
nm2-km. Further enlargement of the air holes would
push the dispersion above zero and the dispersion
slope to be positive. The position Shole has a certain

Fig. 3. (Color online) Dispersion curves. Solid curve, the proposed
HALF design (inset shows the magnified view). The flat low dis-
persion is obtained in the C- and L-bands. The negative dispersion
values are within ð−1:2;−0:2Þps=nm-km, and the dispersion slope
is around −0:01ps=nm2-km. Dashed–dotted curve, tri-clad struc-
ture without the air holes; star/circle solid curves, the proposed
HALF structure except Shole ¼ 11:025 μm=12:225 μm; triangle/
square dashed lines, the proposed HALF structure except
Φhole ¼ 1:3 μm=0:7 μm.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Dispersion values (solid lines) and disper-
sion slope (dotted lines) at λ ¼ 1:55 μm as functions of (a) air hole
diameter Φhole, (b) air hole position Shole.
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contribution to modifying the dispersion characteris-
tics as well. Specifically, moving away the air holes to
the outer cladding results in smaller dispersion
values and larger dispersion slope as shown in
Fig. 4(b). The variation of dispersion values, and dis-
persion slope due to position parameter Shole, is less
significant than that of Φhole. Appropriate selection
of the air hole parameters can lead to an optimized
design such as the NZ-DSF structure in this work.
The fabricated fiber may deviate from the design

due to imperfection in fabrication technology. There-
fore we also investigate the impact of air hole displa-
cement on the birefringence. Specifically, we consider
a single air hole that is displaced from its original
place with angular offset θ. The resulting birefrin-
gence is shown in Fig. 5. The pulse broadening
due to the birefringence can be calculated by the
equation Δτ ¼ BL=C, where Δτ is the time delay
characterizing the pulse broadening, B is the bire-
fringence value, L is the fiber length, and C is the
speed of light. When θ is 3°, the birefringence of
the fiber is about 6 × 10−8 at λ ¼ 1:55 μm, resulting
in pulse broadening of about 0:2ps for every kilo-
meter transmission in the fiber. It should be noted

that after long-haul transmission, the accumulated
pulse broadening due to the birefringence has to
be compensated.

4. Conclusion

We have proposed a negative NZ-DSF design based
on HALFs that exhibit low dispersion slope around
−0:01ps=nm2-km and small negative dispersion
from 1530 to 1620nm. This fiber design can have
applications in broadband DWDM transmission
systems.
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